
Psalm 6:11

10As for all my enemies, they will be put to shame;
they will be greatly frightened
and suddenly turn away ashamed.

Rebbe Nachman uses the first letters of the Hebrew "my enemies-turned-ashamed-" 
"aleph
yud-yud" as the month of iyaar...or May.

in an ingenious midrashic turn he connects the psalmist's expression of desire to have 
his enemies retreat
(the enemy out there and the enemy within)- with the month of May or Iyaar...today 
being Rosh Chodesh Iyaar
and today we read the first 10 psalms...so i thought of Torah 277 in Likutei Mehoran as 
follows:

"for all healing comes from this time, which is the definition of peace (integration), 
for all healing emerge from the land
for when the land produces its fruit
and gives power to trees and vegetation
in the time of planting
in the month of Iyaar (May)
so more medicines can come from this produce

for if one uses these same medicines in other months
they do not have the same therapeutic effect
so it is better to take them in May

but the main (land) is the Land of Israel
for all other lands receive their vitality from Israel

However Israel has 2 aspects
one is the land of Israel
and the other is the land of Canaan

when there is dispute (machlokes)
then the same land is called Land of Canaan
...but when there is  peace in the land
 as in (Psalm 67) the land that gives its fruit
giving its vitality to all lands
then it has the power to produce all the medicines"

The Rebbe connects the themes of time, the land and human healing.
there are auspicious times that promote healing
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because these times are related to the annual cycle of birth and rebirth
springtime when nature bursts forth in vitality.
The land bears the fruit of flowering in its trees and vegetation
where medicines are discovered ( I am reminded of taxol, a chemotherapeutic
drug for breast cancer discovered in the Amazon from the Yew tree),
so the Rebbe claims the auspicious time of Iyaar-May where this flourishing
of nature's vitality occurs.

He then moves to the mystical claim that all lands derive their nourishment
from the archetypal land of lands
the land of Israel
the chosen land for the chosen people
whose properties are lauded by the rabbis of the talmud.
This land provides all other lands with the very power to produce.

However, true to Rebbe's paradoxical theology,
this chosen land is only operative when there is Shalom or peace
when there is discord
when there is no fighting
warring factions within or without
only then is it termed "The Land Of Israel"
otherwise it is as before the Israelites even arrived, merely a land like others
the land of Canaan.

Thus peace is the trigger for nomenclature which triggers the vegetation
to produce healing leaves
and especially in the merry month of May
when many other cultures are out celebrating May day or maypole day
did Rebbe see all the merriment and dancing?
did he feel the power of the mayfest?
did he too see shalom between nations possible?

I think so.


